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I N T R O D U C T I O N

The advent of television as a means of forming and expressing public
opinion is one of the most important technological developments in
recent centuries. Rapid improvements to the technology after the Second
World War ensured that television quickly consolidated its position as
the chief commercial communications medium, first in the USA and, in
succeeding decades, in the rest of the world. Since the earliest days of both
radio and television, Christian religious entrepreneurs have viewed the
electronic media as ideal vehicles for broadcasting religious messages.

This article will describe the impact of North American religious
television in two very different Latin American contexts: Guatemala in
Central America and Brazil in South America. From these common North
American roots, Guatemala and Brazil provide contrasting case studies of
how religious entrepreneurs struggle to place their messages in the media
marketplace. Guatemala provides a study in marginality: despite having
built impressive religious institutions, Guatemala’s Pentecostal television
preachers have had little success in getting their message before the
general populace on commercial television. Guatemala’s highly frag-
mented social and ecclesial climate has led to fierce competition for the
loyalty of the faithful between religious entrepreneurs who have only
limited impact in the larger society. Brazil, on the other hand, provides
examples of Pentecostal preachers who have built successful religious
franchises that have accumulated sufficient resources to finance major
incursions into the commercial media. The concluding section will
explore how symbolic goods are marketed in today’s global religious
supermarket.



G U AT E M A L A: H O M E O F T H E T E L E V I S I O N A P O S T L E S

Although radio continues to be the most important mass medium in
Guatemala, television is the prestige medium. It is increasingly important
both as a motor for the consumer society and for generating as well as
expressing public opinion. In this part of the article we will outline a brief
comparative history of four of the most important television preachers
currently active in Guatemala. All four describe themselves as apostles.

Apostleship, a new model of Pentecostal leadership, was imported from
the USA during the 1980s. The self-proclaimed ‘apostles’ see themselves
as contemporary expressions of the messianic and apostolic traditions that
empowered the early Christian church. The new apostles, notes Peruvian
Pentecostal scholar Bernardo Campos, base their authority on their
reading of Ephesians 4: 11: ‘The gifts he gave were that some would be
apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, some pastors and teachers,
to equip the saints for the work of ministry, for building up the body of
Christ …’. The apostles argue that for the last century, Pentecostals have
taken advantage of only four of the five gifts listed. They insist that as we
are now only moments away from the Second Coming, the Church must
claim the gift of apostleship to mobilise the faithful to reach all nations
with the Gospel (Campos, 2004: 21). Today there are some three dozen
self-proclaimed apostles in Guatemala, though fewer than half of them
have achieved national prominence (Castañeda, 2004; Escobar, 2004).
Being successful as an apostle presupposes access to the electronic media.

Four Leading Television Preachers in Guatemala
1. Jorge H. López launched Fraternidad Cristiana (Christian Fraternity) in
1978 when he was twenty-eight years old. Previously he had been active
in the El Calvario Church, Guatemala’s laboratory for dramatic encounters
with the divine. López expressed his desire to set up a ministry that would
leave behind ‘the mentality that a Christian should be poor, ignorant and
without influence in society’ (see www.frater.org).

López, who speaks fluent English and received theological training in
the US, found his niche ministering to urban professionals and business
people. A competent but less-than-inspiring speaker, López’ success
appears to be the result of his entrepreneurial ability combined with his
knack for positioning himself as a trusted spiritual adviser to the movers
and shakers in Guatemalan society. López began holding meetings in
hotels, then in a movie theatre, and then he built his own auditorium.
Recently he has passed on his Apostle’s mantle to his son Alex, also US
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educated. Alex, although he still lacks a certain gravitas, is a more
engaging speaker than his father, using more anecdotes and peppering
his sermons with English to attract a younger audience.

The television programmes aired by Fraternidad Cristiana tend to be
straightforward transmissions of their regular worship services. This,
however, is not typical Protestant worship. La Frater, as the church is
known in Guatemala, puts on a religious variety show where live music
by guest artists alternates with emotive testimonies. The worship team
guides the audience through cycles of song and testimony that are
designed to produce maximum emotional impact and to move the crowd
toward a climax of fervent prayer. López then launches into a sermon that
often runs from forty-five minutes to an hour.

La Frater’s programmes look like a low-budget version of Jimmy
Swaggart’s media extravaganzas of the 1980s. La Frater airs its pro-
grammes on Channel 21, a local media consortium of which López is a
partner that is related to the US-based Trinity Broadcast Network (TBN).
TBN’s Enlace Spanish-language network occasionally picks up special
programmes produced by La Frater. In today’s cable-dominated television
market, many Guatemalan homes are not equipped to receive UHF signals
and many local cable companies, although they include TBN in their
line-up, do not include Channels 21 and 27, the two local Pentecostal
channels. In those homes that receive only broadcast television, few have
the special antenna required to receive UHF channels. None of the major
commercial broadcasters use the UHF channels.

Jorge López is now struggling to complete a multimillion dollar
complex called MegaFrater that would offer theatre-seating for 14,000, an
eight-storey parking garage with heliport, a restaurant, swimming pool,
school and in-house radio and television production facilities. López now
finds himself in a vulnerable situation, having staked his ministry on
the successful completion of this enormous building project while simul-
taneously handing over primary control to his son. López originally
claimed that MegaFrater would be inaugurated on 23 May 2004. In late
2004 he adjusted that date, assuring his members that the project would
be finished by the end of 2005.

2. Fernando Solares began as an insurance salesman and motivational
speaker. Solares describes himself as an ex-Catholic, Freemason and
Rosicrucian who was converted under the ministry of Dr. Ríos Paredes
at Elim church. He established his own church, La Familia de Dios
(Family of God) in 1990. In 1994 he established the Ministry of Christian
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Motivation to support his newly acquired TV outlet, Channel 27.
Solares portrays himself and his TV channel as agents of Christian unity

in Guatemala. His ministry also includes the Panamerican Neopentecostal
Theological Seminary and an AM radio station. Solares recently inaugur-
ated his new Tierra Santa (Holy Land) complex including classrooms for
400 students, and an auditorium for 7,000 in the same part of town as
Jorge López’ new MegaFrater.

Solares is bald, smiling and short. He has a self-deprecating manner
and a sometimes squeaky voice. He has a playful, versatile delivery, often
affectionate and given to sudden bursts of deep passion. He is a skilled
speaker, clearly an old hand at working a crowd. Solares infers dramatic
Pentecostal gifts in his sermons, although he tends to emphasise a more
moderate ‘Let go and let God’ message that resonates with conservative
evangelicals. His messages are simple, accessible, and rooted in the prac-
tical problems of daily urban existence: depression, low self-esteem and a
general sense of anomie borne of the struggle to survive in the city.

As the only Guatemalan TV preacher to own his own TV channel,
Solares is a powerful gatekeeper who influences which local religious
entrepreneurs will be granted television access. Channel 27 is especially
well-known in Guatemala for its fundraising telethons where Solares
solicits both cash and in-kind donations. During the weeks of the telethon,
Solares’ studio facilities take on a unique atmosphere, somewhere between
spiritual carnival and flea market, as everything from household appli-
ances to farm animals, or watches and jewelry are brought as offerings and
promptly liquidated for cash.

Solares’ target audience is lower on the socio-economic continuum
than his competitors. His studio facilities and seminary are on a major
commercial thoroughfare in a solidly middle-class part of Guatemala City.
Solares proudly bears the banner of Christian Zionism in Guatemala. The
Israeli government recognized Solares’ Tierra Santa complex as the site of
the Jerusalem International Christian Embassy in Guatemala. Tierra Santa
includes a stand of eight olive trees that Solares claims were brought from
the Mount of Olives in Israel.

3. Harold Caballeros is a lawyer by training. In 1982, at the age of twenty-
six, he was ordained by US faith-healer T.L. Osborne in Lakewood Church
in Houston, Texas. He established El Shaddai Church in 1983 in the hotel
district of Guatemala City near the US embassy. By 1987 he was regularly
televising his Campaigns of Healing and Miracles on Channel 21. In 1988
he laid claim to the title ‘Apostle’ (see www.elshaddai.net). Caballeros’
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special charism is Spiritual Warfare. In his book, De Victoria en Victoria:
Conceptos, experiencias y técnicas sobre la guerra spiritual, Caballeros
emphasizes his close relationship with Peter Wagner, the guru of spiritual
warfare located at Fuller Seminary in Pasadena, California.

Caballeros also describes in his book a vivid vision that came to him
one day as he was praying in his study. In the vision he confronted an
enormous serpent. After extensive research, he came to the conclusion
that the serpent represented the mythic Aztec and Mayan figure,
Quetzalcoatl. Caballeros decided that the serpent was a demon that in-
habits a Mayan archeological site dedicated to Quetzalcoatl located near
the Guatemala City airport. Furthermore, Caballeros came to believe that
Guatemala’s tortured history could be blamed on the commitments made
by the indigenous population to this pagan deity. El Shaddai’s task, decided
Caballeros, is to equip an army of spiritual warriors to claim the land for
the lordship of Jesus Christ (Caballeros, 1999: 17).

Of Guatemala’s many televangelists, Caballeros is the only one to have
set up a social service agency: the Manos de Amor (Hands of Love), an El
Shaddai affiliate. It hands out bags of food to the poor. Much of the food
has been donated by local businesses, who receive prominent credit on the
El Shaddai webpage. His website lists related churches in twenty-three
countries as well as a network of twenty-five radio stations throughout
Guatemala. In 2002 El Shaddai finished construction of a new auditorium
complex in an upscale neighborhood of Guatemala City that provides
theatre seating for 6,000.

Caballero’s current regular television programme Jesús es el Señor
( Jesus Is Lord) is only thirty minutes long and breaks from the religious
spectacle format used by the other local TV preachers. This programme
consists of a carefully scripted doctrine class with a self-help emphasis. On
the air, Caballeros wears a lawyer’s professional smile and looks uncom-
fortable on a small, sterile set as he shifts his gaze from camera to camera.
He is expressive, well-educated, methodical, but incorporates few human
interest stories in his text. His programme is aired on the Miami affiliate
of Telemundo, a commercial Spanish-language network administered by
NBC. The programme is also broadcast via Telemundo’s cable signal in
Guatemala and on Channel 21. 

4. Carlos ‘Cash’ Luna wears his nickname proudly. He has understood
that, in a consumer society, money expresses value. How we spend our
money demonstrates what we believe. Thus, Luna has no qualms about
asking people to donate money to his ministry. Luna and his wife Sonia
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created Casa de Dios (House of God) on 11 September 1994 after splitting
off from Jorge López’ Fraternidad Cristiana where Luna had ministered to
youth. Following the example of his mentor, Luna began his new enter-
prise in a high-class hotel, moved on to the auditorium of Guatemala’s
Chamber of Industry, before finally finishing his 3,500-seat auditorium
and complex just outside Guatemala City in a fast-growing, prosperous
suburb. 

A folksy, versatile and dynamic speaker, Luna is not afraid to wear a
costume (e.g. soldier, boxer or masked wrestler) to illustrate a point. His
style and discourse is clearly oriented toward young urban professionals.
His discourse is easy, fluid, and passionate. He uses the street vernacular
of college buddies, has a great sense of timing and moves easily from
casual banter to intense passion, tears flowing freely. He is ambitious,
audacious, with the assurance of a neo-Gnostic who is convinced of his
privileged access to the divine.

Luna describes himself as a vehicle through which the ‘wine of the
Spirit’ intoxicates the faithful. Luna’s televised ‘ministrations of the
Spirit’ are similar to those made famous by US TV preacher Benny
Hinn, as people touched by Luna collapse on stage. His website
(www.cashluna.org) carries a live link to Enlace; the network airs his
programme in Guatemala and throughout the region.

In this section we have briefly described the ministry of four leading
Guatemalan Christian television preachers. These four ‘apostles’ are by no
means the only Christian preachers who regularly make use of television;
at least twelve are currently using television as part of their ministry. The
ubiquity of this phenomenon leads naturally to the question: Why are
there so many television preachers in Guatemala?

Understanding the Ubiquity of Television Preachers in Guatemala

Guatemala is a relatively small country: a population of 13 million live in
108,000 square kilometres. Guatemalans tend to be young: 42% are under
fifteen years of age and only 4% older than sixty-five. Forty per cent of the
population lives in urban areas. The Guatemala City metropolitan area has
some 2.5 million inhabitants, and is the largest metropolis in Central
America (see www.prb.org).

For almost 500 years, ethnicity has been a contested phenomenon
in Guatemala. About half the population is Maya; a tiny minority of
Guatemalans, probably less than 2%, who identify their ancestry as white
European or North American; the rest are mestizos, known in Guatemala
as ladinos. For centuries, successive Guatemalan governments have em-
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ployed tactics ranging from genocide to assimilation in their approach
to the Maya. As a result, Maya-ness today is not so much a question of
racial purity as of ethnic identity. Mayas are those that chose to identify
themselves as Mayas and who are accepted as being such by the larger
indigenous community. Since 1992, Mayas have been leading a cultural
renaissance and have begun to explore the political, cultural and religious
implications of their numerical strength in Guatemala (Handy, 2000).

Guatemalan sociologist and theologian Hector Castañeda, a long-time
observer of local TV preachers, notes that their core audience consists of
urban ladinos. Many ladinos, while they understand that they proceed
from both non-indigenous and indigenous ancestors, are ashamed of their
Maya-ness. Ladinos are left trying to cobble together an identity from
the detritus left by centuries of political, economic and sexual violence
(Castañeda, 2004). Much of Latin American art and literature explores
this conflict. A useful example for Guatemala is Francisco Goldman’s
recent novel, The Divine Husband (Goldman, 2004).

This fragmented identity is also reflected in religion. The spontaneity
of Pentecostalism has combined with a nascent entrepreneurial spirit to
produce hundreds of independent local churches. Today about 26% of
the population identify themselves as Evangelicals, of whom probably
three-quarters are Pentecostals. An additional 58% describe themselves as
Roman Catholics, 14% as having no religious affiliation and 2% as ‘other’
(SEPAL, 2003: 5). With these characteristics in mind, we can pose some
general observations about Guatemala’s current crop of TV preachers.

First, given that Guatemala is a small country with a highly fragmented
religious landscape, church leaders jockey fiercely with one another to
be portrayed in the local media as the legitimate spokespersons for
Guatemalan Evangelicalism. Having your own television and radio
programmes is a vital element in this competitive speech situation. Early
in 2004, for example, Jorge H. López organised an interdenominational
prayer service for newly-elected President Oscar Berger, a Roman
Catholic, and his Cabinet. Styled after the annual Te Deum Evangélico
that Chilean Pentecostals held in support of the Pinochet regime in Chile,
this event was picked up live on Enlace and broadcast throughout the
Americas. López convinced the Alianza Evangélica to co-sponsor the event
although their role was limited to a brief opening prayer by their current
president.

Second, unlike in Brazil, television preachers in Guatemala have not
been able to break into the media mainstream. With the exception of
extremely rare examples such as the one mentioned above, they continue
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to operate in a media ghetto with little significance in the general media
culture. This is one reason why they form international alliances with
Pentecostal luminaries from the United States. Especially prized is to be
awarded the local franchise to distribute key symbolic goods: Fernando
Solares and Christian Zionism; Harold Caballeros and Spiritual Warfare.
In a similar vein, Jorge H. López seeks to carve out his niche as the
spokesperson for Evangelicalism in Guatemala and Carlos Luna as the
purveyor of exotic spiritual gifts.

Third, the television preachers in both Guatemala and Brazil position
themselves as privileged intermediaries with the divine, this in a country
and a region with deeply rooted shamanic traditions. This may be the
religious equivalent of the populism and authoritarianism that are deeply
engrained in Latin American political culture. Since neither modernity nor
democracy has been able to bring security, the rule of law, social tolerance
or broad-based economic development to Latin America, charismatic
leaders will continue to have great power for the foreseeable future.
According to a recent survey sponsored by the United Nations Develop-
ment Program, 55% of Latin Americans would be willing to accept a non-
democratic government if it proved capable of generating widespread
economic development (Latinobarómetro, 2004).

Fourth, in recent years the electronic church has come to constitute, as
Rolando Pérez, a Peruvian communication researcher, claims: ‘a sort of
parallel church to community congregations’. For Pérez this phenomenon
is part of a ‘para-ecclesiastical movement built in the world of mega-events
and transnational missionary movements. That is, we are witnessing the
growth of de-territorialised churches, wide open to the codes of mass
culture’ (Pérez 1997: 21). This can be clearly seen in Brazil, to where we
now turn.

B R A Z I L I A N E VA N G E L I C A L S E N T E R T H E M E D I A M A I N S T R E A M

From US Imports to Local Initiatives
Perhaps the most influential American televangelists in Brazil have been
Jimmy Swaggart, Pat Robertson and Rex Humbard. In 1978 Humbard
became the first North American televangelist to buy time on Brazil’s
commercial networks; he stayed on the air until 1984. At the same time,
Pat Robertson introduced The 700 Club in Brazil. But it was Swaggart who
had the biggest following, primarily due to the local support he received
from the Assemblies of God (Fonseca, 2003).

During this period, local evangelical churches longed to purchase costly
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airtime but lacked the financial resources enjoyed by the North
Americans. Although some Brazilian evangelicals began to experiment
with television at the end of the 1960s, high production costs and the high
cost of commercial air time meant that few stayed on the air for very long.
First Independent Presbyterian Church of São Paulo, for example, broad-
cast a few of its worship services and other programming on a channel
operated by TV Continental, a neighbour of the church. The Vila Mariana
Baptist Church, transmitting on a small station in São Paulo, has managed
to stay on the air for over thirty-five years. Its programme, A Little Bit of
Sun, even survived its founder, the Reverend Ruben Lopes.

At the beginning of the 1980s, Nilson do Amaral Fanini had a television
programme called Reencontro (Re-Encounter) based in Rio de Janeiro that
aired on 88 stations. Fanini, in 1982, attracted more than 120,000 people
to a religious rally at Maracaná Stadium. Included in this number was the
last military president of Brazil, General João Figueiredo. This appearance
proved to be mutually beneficial: it got votes for Figueiredo, who was
struggling for legitimacy due to his military ties, and it led to Fanini being
awarded the license to operate Channel 13 in Rio de Janeiro for fifteen
years starting in 1983.

It looked like Fanini was destined to become the Brazilian Pat
Robertson. But Fanini was only able to get his station on the air three
years later, despite donations received from a variety of North American
institutions including the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association and
the Southern Baptist Convention. Fanini’s ambitious project stalled. Some
years later, beset with debts, he sold his 75% share of Radiodifusão Ebenéser
Ltd to Edir Macedo, founder and bishop of the Universal Church of the
Reign of God (IURD).

The Universal Church of the Reign of God Becomes a Media Empire

Edir Macedo understood early on that Evangelicals would not become
major players in Brazilian television until they achieved the financial free-
dom to be able to make major investments in technology and television
licenses. A former member of The New Life Church and a former
employee of Rio de Janeiro’s state lottery, Macedo began in 1977 to mount
his own religious enterprise. Gradually, Macedo drifted away from his
original partners, including his brother-in-law, Romildo Ribeiro Soares. In
twenty-seven years, The Universal Church of the Reign of God (IURD) has
become the most successful ‘religious enterprise’ in the global South, and
now includes affiliates in numerous countries in the North (Oro, 2003).

Macedo’s media ventures were built around his acquisition of a
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commercial network, Rede Record, purchased in 1989 for $45 million.
Record consists of about thirty television stations throughout Brazil and
Radio Record in São Paulo. The IURD also bought the headquarters and
production equipment of TV Jovem Pan for $15 million. Macedo’s religious
empire includes more than four thousand temples, usually installed in
former supermarkets or cinemas, located in large and medium-sized cities
throughout the country; he has not been successful in establishing himself
in smaller towns. Also included are television and radio stations outside
Brazil, the Folha Universal newspaper with a weekly circulation of over
1.5 million, a modern printing plant, a small bank, a tourism business and
even a furniture factory that produces benches for his churches.

The IURD’s marketing strategy includes the use of all forms of media:
radio, television, newspapers, magazines and the Internet. All media
consistently direct people to the ‘blessing address’, the local temples where
offerings are received. Especially important are the flagship temples, the
mega-churches in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo; these are the venues from
which the religious spectacles are transmitted. The services are punc-
tuated by vignettes and jingles that emphasise miracles and attaining
concrete results. This message offers solutions to a middle class going
through difficult times as well as to the urban poor in search of social
ascent. The message is packaged to respond to the needs and aspirations
of IURD’s core audience.

Since 2002, IURD’s programming has included rites and imagery taken
from Afro-Brazilian religions, especially Umbanda. Macedo frequently
stages hybrid exorcisms in which white-robed pastors speak of ‘the Father
of Lights’. The audience is invited to liberate themselves from Umbanda’s
spells. At the end of these religious spectacles, a pastor appears holding
a glass of water. The screen shows pictures of waterfalls and crashing
surf, places intimately tied to African religious traditions. Such discourse
provides both explicit and subliminal associations to Afro-Brazilian
worship.

The IURD appropriates and markets a wide variety of religious symbols
including holy water, salt, anointing oil, bread and wine, sacred stones,
blessed flowers and sacred robes. In addition to borrowing from Afro-
Brazilian religious discourse, IURD spectacles incorporate elements of
Brazilian Catholicism, Protestantism, and Kardecist Spiritism. These relics
are transformed by the touch of the IURD’s ‘consecrated men of God’ into
‘blessed means of salvation and healing’ and bring ‘the heavenly future’ to
the ‘blessed present’ while inviting viewers to come to the ‘addresses of
happiness’. Receiving a desired miracle depends on frequent attendance at
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religious services and the willingness to give large amounts of money, the
ultimate sacrifice in a capitalist society.

With the acquisition of his own television stations, Macedo has been
able to offer better programming and hire professionals instead of
amateurs. Key to the IURD’s success has been the creation of a highly
centralised network of temples, essentially religious franchises, capable of
generating a large and reliable flow of cash. Effective resource manage-
ment has given Macedo the freedom to be able to finance any acquisition
or transaction at any time by always having at his disposal at least
$5 million in cash.

The International Church of God’s Grace Experiments
with Commercial Alliances

Throughout the 1980s and 1990s Brazil’s commercial television executives
showed little interest in opening new spaces of religious programming.
They seemed convinced that Brazil was firmly on the path to secular-
isation, an assumption supported by the fact that the only religious
programmes on television were Roman Catholic masses broadcast on
Sunday mornings and brief slots for religious programming provided by
TV Globo and São Paulo Educational Television. Evangelicals had long
dreamt of establishing themselves as a major presence on television but
they only had the financial resources to buy air time in the dead of night.
The solution, Macedo demonstrated, was to acquire their own media, thus
becoming media sellers instead of media buyers.

After splitting with Macedo in 1980, his brother-in-law, R.R. Soares,
created the first IURD clone, the International Church of God’s Grace
(IIGD). Soares stated frankly in an interview that television network
owners would make no long-term commitments to television preachers.
As soon as media owners received a better offer for the time sold to
religious programming, they would lose no time in ‘kicking the butt of the
pastors’ out the door. With this in mind Soares decided on a two-track
strategy, negotiating a volume discount for primetime access with Rede
Bandeirantes while simultaneously pursuing financial resources to be able
to buy his own television channel.

Soares’ current two-hour nightly programme on Rede Bandeirantes is
called Show of Faith. The format has little in common with traditional
Protestant worship. Soares divides his lengthy worship services into
formulaic television modules that, once recorded, are aired as separate
programmes. In the programmes Soares interacts with television viewers
or converses with images that appear on a big screen on stage.
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So far, Soares has not shown the business acumen of Macedo. Never-
theless, the IIGD now has about 900 temples in Brazil and a few in other
countries. In 2003 Soares paid $125,000 to acquire a national license
for his new enterprise, São Paulo Model Radio and TV. In 2004 he began
operation of his first cable television station; his goal is to establish thirty-
six stations throughout Brazil.

The Apostolic Church of Rebirth in Christ Targets Youth with Music
A third example of Brazilian Pentecostals successfully breaking into
commercial markets is the Apostolic Church of Rebirth in Christ (IARC).
Estevan Hernandes Filho, known as The Apostle, and his wife, Sonia,
known as The Bishop, began the IARC in 1986. They operate out of an old
cinema in São Paulo and have numerous affiliates spread throughout the
metropolitan area. They currently attract about 50,000 followers weekly.

Estevan Hernandes previously worked as a marketing manager for IBM
and then for Itautec, a local computer firm. The marketing director holds
a prominent place in the IARC’s hierarchy and the Hernandes’ aggressively
pursue increasing their market share. The Hernandes’ target the youth
audience with their main product, ‘gospel’ music. In Brazil, ‘gospel’ is a
unique blend of traditional Protestant lyrics filtered through rock, jazz and
samba. The IARC operates various radio stations in São Paulo, a television
channel and a significant music business.

S E L L I N G S Y M B O L I C G O O D S I N T H E R E L I G I O U S S U P E R M A R K E T

Trusting and Transforming the Message
During its apogee in the 1980s, the US electronic church provided serious
competition for local churches in Latin America. In 1985 CELEP co-
ordinated a study of the impact of US religious broadcasts on Central
America’s active Christians, both Protestant and Catholic. We discovered
that 70% of the sample found the teachings of televangelist Jimmy
Swaggart to be of more use in their daily lives than those received in their
local parish. They characterised the benefits of such programmes as
‘spiritual blessing’, ‘consolation’, ‘sound advice’, ‘healing’ and ‘a blessing
for family life’. We were curious to note that the public does not neces-
sarily trust these media preachers. When we asked our sample whether
Jimmy Swaggart, Luis Palau and Hermano Pablo merited their trust,
only 40% responded affirmatively. Trustworthiness, it seems, is not a pre-
requisite for being a bearer of blessing (Smith and Ruiz, 1987: 147–55).

The technologisation of evangelism has had a profound impact on the
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content of the Christian message in Latin America. Religious faith, and
especially conversion, are enormously complex phenomena. However,
television demands simple messages. Thus, the earliest producers of evan-
gelistic messages for the electronic media came to conceive of religious
conversion in simplified, individualistic terms as demanded by the
principles of marketing (Smith, 1990: 296). The great innovation of the
Neo-Pentecostal media preachers has been to simplify the message even
further, eliminating doctrine and reducing the message to a commercial
transaction of symbolic goods. They have deepened and more effectively
individualised the emotive content of religious television. ‘Do you want
hope? Do you long for forgiveness and liberation? Do you need healing,
wealth, power? Demonstrate your faith by entrusting your offering to
me, the intermediary with Mystery, the channel of Transcendence. In
exchange, I grant your desire in God’s name! Furthermore, I give you this
symbol of the sacred: a rose, a vial of holy water, a few drops of healing oil.
Use the sacred substance as prescribed and God will liberate you from
your demons and resolve your problems.’

Jesús Martín Barbero, one of Latin America’s most important commu-
nication theorists, believes that ‘Modernity has not fulfilled many of its
promises of social, political and cultural liberation. But one promise it has
fulfilled: that of disenchanting our world. It has rationalised our world and
left it without magic or mystery’ (1995: 71). Confronted with disenchant-
ment, it is not surprising that the televised events and speech found in
Latin Americas electronic church, can re-enchant the world and are
increasingly popular. For Barbero:

… the electronic church is restoring the magic to intellectualised
religions; religions that had lost their ardor, that had become dis-
enchanted … it employs the technology of the image and sentiment
to capture messianic, apocalyptic exaltation, while at the same time
giving a face and a voice to new communities that are, in essence,
ritual and moral, not doctrinal (1995: 76).

C O N C L U S I O N

The electronic media provide a venue for the approximation between
Temple and Marketplace. Throughout Latin America religious com-
modities are being offered to the public each day through an efficient
marketing system, relating religion and commerce in new ways. The
genius of the simplified religion of the television preachers, and the reason
that it will continue to appeal to a mass audience, is that they have under-
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stood that, despite the ambiguity and nuance arising from an individual’s
contact with the divine, such encounters finally come down to one’s
personal yes or no to God.

A new generation of religious entrepreneurs has understood how to
tap into the collective spiritual resources of the region, package them in
drama, and cloak them in authority and mystery. Then they offer them to
a populace often wrestling for survival, mired in permanent crisis and
hungry for meaning, hope and a sense of transcendence. Teenagers and
young adults in Guatemala and in Brazil have been exposed to thousands
of commercial messages on television, teaching them that all of human
experience, including ethical values, intimate relationships and en-
counters with the numinous, can be commodified, packaged, and sold
as consumer goods.

The Pentecostal television preachers market individualised consumer
religion. Pursuing the supermarket analogy, consumers, whatever their
social class, enter the marketplace and take from the shelf those symbolic
goods they need to get them through the week: an ounce of self-esteem, a
packet of hope, a portion of pardon, essence of encounter with the divine.
All this is mixed according to one’s personal recipe and used as needed.
Today it is common to find people in both Brazil and urban Latin America
who simultaneously consume televised religious spectacles offered by the
megachurches, use amulets or crystals derived from New Age spirituality,
seek alternative healing from traditional healers, and consult with
Spiritists for orientation in cases of personal crisis. Meanwhile, the tra-
ditional churches are losing their historic monopoly on dispensing sacra-
ments, especially as these systems for marketing new spiritualities and
mediated symbolic spaces become broadly available. Simultaneously, the
power of the traditional churches to stigmatise ‘unorthodox’ religious
belief and practice has been weakened.

By contrast, the power of the Pentecostal preachers who appear to
embrace the medium of television so successfully in Brazil and more
marginally in Guatemala appears to have increased. In both the
Guatemalan and Brazilian contexts appearing on television can add to a
leader’s apparent spiritual charisma. When a religious leader is perceived
as being a channel to divinity, a mediator of sacred space, some viewers
will seek that person out. While the preacher may not be free of human
foibles, nor even particularly enlightened or altruistic, through television
he has become a steward and salesperson of what could be described as
mediated sacred space.
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